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SYNOPSIS : Growing needs for efficient underground transportation and utility networks have increased the use o f tunneling and deep excavations. Many o f these
projects have to be constructed in difficult ground conditions, with strict environmental constraints. These difficulties have, to some extent, been overcome through
technological advances. However, many uncertainties remain, and construction is often challenging. In (his context, instrumentation may help in providing
additional information on the actual response o f both the ground and the supporting structure to the construction process. This report addresses the problem o f real
time use o f monitoring data in underground construction. After reviewing current practice, the potential o f instrumentation is analyzed in view o f case histories. It is
demonstrated that instrumentation can contribute to the successful completion o f difficult projects, by allowing appropriate action to be taken in view o f the recorded
response to construction.

IN TR O D U C TIO N
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Demand for infrastructure has increased the use o f underground construction
in soft ground. This is particularly true in urban areas, where the needs for
improvements in communication, water supply, sewage disposal,
transportation, as well as parking facilities require tunneling and deep
excavation works to be completed. Many o f these projects have to be
completed in difficult conditions, both because o f layers o f weak, water
bearing soils, environmental constraints, and limited allowable ground
movements. To cope with these difficulties, innovative construction techniques
often have to be employed.
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Problems related to the design and performance o f tunnels and deep
excavations in soft ground have been reviewed by Peck (1969), Cording and
Hansmire (1975), Clough and Schmidt (1977), Ward and Pender (1981),
Konda (1987). Because o f the complexity o f the construction process involved
in tunneling and deep excavation projects, and because unusual construction
techniques often have to be employed, information gained from site
observation is valuable.
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This report addresses the application o f instrumentation to underground
construction projects. After reviewing the main features relative to recent
advances in tunneling and deep excavation procedures and current
instrumentation techniques, the input o f real time monitoring in the
construction o f underground structures is reviewed in terms o f case histories.

CO NSTRUCTIO N OF TUNNELS AND DEEP EXCAVATIO NS IN
D IF F IC U L T GROUND CONDITIONS

Problems Related to the Construction o f Tunnels and Deep Excavations

Fig. 1. Typical ground responses (El-Nahhas, 1992)

The construction o f tunnels and deep excavations produce disturbance in the
surrounding ground and generates movements as well as stress rearrangements
in the construction area. Typical ground responses to underground excavation
are shown in Figure 1 (after El-Nahhas, 1992).

In both cases, the removal o f material produces some stress release along the
excavation boundaries, and the ground tends to converge towards the opening.
Some support is usually necessary to insure the stability o f the opening. The
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loads carried by the retaining structures installed during construction w ill
depend on the type o f support and construction sequence.
The engineer needs to decide on the type o f construction and amount o f
support that should be needed to control ground movements and ground water
and to guarantee the long term stability o f the opening. In many cases the
construction takes place in an urban environment, in alluvial deposits, with
weak water bearing soils at and above construction level. The ground motion
due to the excavation work can damage overlying structures (above ground
buildings, buried pipes...). Construction o f tunnels and deep excavations in
such difficult conditions require the use o f techniques to insure safety in the
working area and keep ground movements within acceptable limits.

1985), Vienna (Mussger et al., 1987), Washington D.C. (Heflin et al., 1991).

Construction Practice

Another technique initially developed for rock tunneling, the mechanical pre
cutting method, is now finding applications in soft ground (Péra and Bougard,
1978). The method, which was first introduced for the construction o f the
Paris metro, is based on the excavation o f a groove above the tunnel face, by
means o f a large chain equipped with picks. In soft ground, the groove is
concreted to build a supporting arch, termed the "pre-vault" in front o f the
tunnel face, with the purpose o f allowing excavation to proceed with limited
decompression o f the surrounding ground. In that sense, it is comparable to
older forepoling methods. Other ancillary techniques might be necessary to
control the front when tunneling in soils. The method was successfully used on
a number o f projects in marls, clays, clayey silts and clayey sands in France,
Italy and Spain (Bougard and Puglisi, 1991).

Technological advances have been developed to address underground works in
difficult ground, including drainage, grouting, freezing and advanced shields.

Other advances in construction o f deep excavation have been achieved with
the introduction o f a variety o f supporting techniques, including slurry trench
walls, soldier piles, soil n a ilin g , and jet grouting columns.

Colombo et al. (1989) provide an example, where a combination o f several
improvement techniques were used to build a 23 m wide, 16 m high subway
station in recent alluvial soils for the Milan metro. The excavation took place
at shallow depth (4 to 5 m o f cover), next to existing structures, and partly
under water. Procedures used for this project involved excavating a central
pilot bore and two site drifts, grouting from the central and lateral drifts, and
jacking 2.1 m diameter reinforced concrete pipes in the crown area. Lateral
galleries were then excavated to connect each pipe together and to the spring
line pillars, and the whole structure was concreted to build a reinforced arch,
under which sequential excavation o f the station could proceed.

INSTRUMENTATION OF TUNNELS AND DEEP EXCAVATIONS

Instrumentation Procedures

This section summarises the main features related to the instrumentation o f
tunnels and deep excavations. A complete description o f monitoring equipment
used for tunneling and deep excavations is given by Russel (1981); additional
recommendations can also be found in El-Nahhas (1992). The instrumentation
o f a project should be aimed at measuring three basic parameters :-ground
movements (vertical and horizontal), stresses and deformations o f the
structure, ground water pressures.

Other examples o f ground improvement techniques used in tunneling and deep
excavation projects include ground freezing for jointing two large diameter
tunnels in soft soils under water (Tomizawa and Kato, 1989), jet-grouting for
temporary tunnel support (Stella et al., 1990), ground freezing during the
construction o f one station o f the Lyon metro, where an underground
pedestrian walkway had to be excavated in pervious soils by means o f the cutand-cover method (Talichet, 1989).

In the most direct approach, vertical ground movements are obtained from
surveying measurements : settlement indicators are installed at critical above
ground locations (at the ground surface, on the road pavement or on existing
structures) or anchored at depth into the ground. The ground settlements are
then measured by surveying, with reference made to permanent benchmarks.
The distribution o f settlements with depth at a particular location can also be
obtained by means o f multipoint extensometers ; in that case, anchors are
installed at several depths along a vertical borehole ; their displacements can
be read through a rod connected to the ground surface (rod extensometers) or
by lowering a probe inside the borehole when magnetic ring anchors are used
(magnetic extensometer).

In the field o f soft ground tunneling, advances in the shield technology have
allowed the completion o f projects in difficult conditions. The conventional
shield is open-face ; excavation is achieved by means o f hand mining or a
mechanized digger. Such machine cannot be operated in running or flowing
ground without using some form o f secondary system to control the tunnel
face, such as breasting platforms, "orange-peel" face supports or compressed
air. The most recent machines are designed to combine several functions :
ground excavation, temporary face support, muck H a n d lin g , liner installation.
The ground is excavated by means o f a rotary cutter head and some
confinement can be applied to the spoil behind the cutter head in weak, water
bearing soils. Examples o f cutter head machines with provisions for spoil
control include the earth pressure balance, water pressure balance, slurry, and
mud or slime shields (Clough, 1981). Ground response to tunneling with a
pressurized shield, such as the slurry shield or the earth pressure balance
(EPB) shield should be expected to differ from that shown in Figure 1, in that
the pressure applied to the face tends to counteract the natural displacement o f
the ground towards the opening. Such response was for example observed
during the construction o f a 3.7 m diameter tu n n el for the N-2 sewer project in
San Francisco soft clay deposits, using an EPB shield (Clough et al., 1983).

Horizontal ground movements are usually measured with inclinometers. An
inclinometer consists o f a plastic casing, a sensor and a readout unit : the
casing is installed in a vertical borehole and anchored at depth ; it is equipped
with four longitudinal grooves spaced at 90° intervals ; the sensor is lowered
inside the casing and measures the inclination o f the casing at regular inter
vals ; horizontal movements are then computed by integrating the incremental
displacements recorded along the borehole, with reference to the casing tip.
During the monitoring process, the grooves serve as a guide to the sensor.
Convergence measurements are commonly used in tunnels to record
deformations o f the opening : convergence pins are installed at different points
on the periphery o f the tunnel cross-section, and the distance between two pins
are measured by means o f a tape extensometer or invar wire.

Recent advances in the New Austrian Tunneling Method (NATM) have also
allowed the construction o f large tunnels in some soils, with primary
application in stiffer soils with good stand-up time. The N ATM was
introduced in the 1950s and originally used for tunneling in squeezing rock for
the construction o f road and water tunnels in the Alps. The method does not
correspond to specific operations at the face during excavation nor to the use
o f a specific piece o f equipment. The construction process to a certain extent
is adapted to each project, and is often updated during excavation in order to
accommodate changes in geometric conditions and the nature o f the ground.
When used in soils, the method makes extensive use o f shotcrete for the
temporary liner in an attempt to optimize both the amount and timing o f
support. The N A T M was recently used for the construction o f several metro
projects in soils : Hong-Kong (Cater et al., 1984), Munich (Hochmuth et al.,

Other instrumentation devices can be installed on the structure : they include
load cells and strain gages. Earth pressure cells consist o f circular or square
envelopes that are hydraulically filled ; they are installed at the ground
structure interface, and their deformations monitored to estimate contact
pressures acting on the structure. Strain gages can also be attached to ribs or
struts or sealed within concrete structures to measure the deformations o f the
tunnel or retaining wall.
Different types o f piezometers can be used to measure ground water heads at
particular depths. The most common way to measure water levels is to lower a
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probe inside the piezometer stand pipe, and to record the level o f the probe
when it contacts the water. This procedure gives satisfactory results in sands
and silts ; for finer materials, a diaphragm piezometer, that allows to directly
record the water pressure at the instrumented level with fast response time
should be preferred.

Real time use o f monitoring data played an important role during the
construction o f the Mt. Baker Ridge highway tunnel in Seattle (USA). Figure
2 (after Robinson et al., 1987) shows the sequence used to build this large
tunnel : an innovative technique, termed the "stacked-drift" method, was used
on this project ; it involved the construction o f twenty-four 2.9 m diameter
concrete filled drifts to build a compression ring, under which excavation o f
the tunnel could proceed, using several intermediate benches. Each drift was
excavated using a horseshoe shaped shield, and supported with a temporary
liner made o f expanded concrete segments ; it was filled with concrete before
excavation o f the next drift started. The overall structure was 25 .2 m wide ;
the tunnel was excavated under a residential area, in soils consisting primarily
o f hard silts and clays, with inclusions o f dense sand and till. Because o f the
large size o f the tunnel and innovative aspects o f the excavation technique, as
well as the presence o f overlying structures and utilities, the project was
carefully instrumented to measure the ground and structural response during
construction. After significant ground movements were recorded during the
completion o f drift number 2, the construction sequence for the remaining
drifts was altered to minimize the amount o f ground loss generated around
each individual excavation. This included reducing the shield overcut
thickness, improving segment expansion, and better grouting around the liner.
As a result, reduced settlements were observed on the subsequent drifts, with
acceptable predicted ground movement values, when extrapolated to the
construction o f the whole structure. The tunnel was successfully completed,
with no reported damage to existing structures.

Full instrumentation o f underground excavation projects can provide
invaluable information on the ground and structural responses to the different
construction steps. In most cases, however, only a few o f these devices would
be used. For shallow tunnels, the installation o f settlement indicators at the
ground surface across the tunnel axis w ill allow to estimate the influence of
construction on existing structures. Deep settlement indicators located above
the tunnel crown can prove useful in detecting early ground movements and
allow action to be taken before ground losses can reach the surface.
Convergence measurements provide a reliable and easy check on the behavior
o f the tunnel after excavation and liner installation ; it is, however, not
practical in shield tunneling, because o f the difficulties to take measurements
next to the tunnel face. Inclinometers are used on a more regular basis for deep
excavations than for tunnels to check the lateral ground movements towards
the opening. For both tunnels and deep excavations, piezometer readings allow
to check the influence o f construction on the water level ; pore pressure
changes may result in consolidation settlements, when the project is
constructed in cohesive soils, and therefore affect neighboring structures.

Instrumentation and real time management

One basic purpose for instrumenting a project is to confirm the assumptions
made at the design stage or check that construction results in no detrimental
effect to the surrounding structures. Examples o f such applications include :
instrumentation o f a tunneling project in Mannheim (Germany), where ground
freezing was used to cut through water bearing soils locatcd under railway
tracks (Semprich and Lösch, 1990), measurement o f ground deformations
around a 7.5 m wide 9.5 m high tunnel passing under the Trans-Canada
highway (Heinz et al., 1989), real time monitoring o f the ground movements
induced by the construction o f a deep basement excavation for a high rise
building in Tokyo (Inoue and Katsura, 1977). Instrumentation was used to
check design assumptions for two large tunnels o f the French railway network,
constructed in marls with the mechanical pre-cutting technique ; in addition, it
served in adjusting the construction sequence, based on recorded deformations
o f the ground and o f the retaining structure (Daumarie et al., 1987).
Instrumentation also allows to get insights into the ground response to
construction and to establish basis for empirical design techniques or for
validating theoretical methods. For example, Peck (1969) pointed out the need
for instrumentation data in the field o f settlements induced by shallow
tunneling in a variety o f soils, and using various construction methods. Such
information is essential for establishing and updating empirical design
methods, in view o f advances in the construction industry. Other research
oriented uses o f instrumentation include the calibration o f numerical models
through back analyses performed on well documented case studies. Such
approach helps improve our understanding o f the ground response to tunneling
and deep excavation. It can also be useful for the design o f structures to be
constructed in similar conditions (Heflin et al., 1991). It can be implemented in
a more systematic way, when the construction o f an underground structure is
preceded by the excavation o f a pilot or investigation gallery. In this latter
case, ground properties are back-calculated from computed responses
compared to data derived from instrumented sections o f the pilot gallery, and
then used as input parameters in the numerical analysis o f the structure to be
constructed (Deffayet and Robert, 1989).
Because the response o f underground structures strongly depend on both the
construction procedure, the actual ground conditions found on the site and, to
some extent, the level o f workmanship, it is important that some degree of
interaction exist between design and construction. This approach was
encouraged by Peck (1969). In this process, real time use o f monitoring data is
usually required, to allow design adjustments to be made, based on actual
response to construction. Numerous examples can be found o f successful use
o f instrumentation in real time management o f construction operations. Some
o f these case histories are commented in this section : they relate to tunneling,
large underground openings, deep excavations.

Fig. 2. Mt. Baker Ridge project (Robinson et al., 1987)

Another account o f real time use o f monitoring data in soft ground tunneling
was provided by contracts F3 and F4 o f the Washington (USA) metro project
(Clough and Leca, 1993). The site was located on the south-east extension o f
the metro network, at the crossing o f the Anacostia river ; it included 1.7 km
o f double tunnels, that were excavated using two machines o f the earth
pressure balance type. The tunnels had an excavated diameter o f 5.7 m, and
were constructed in soft soils at depths ranging between 13 and 29 m. The
ground water table on the site was located above the tunnel crown, and part o f
the tunneling work took place under the river ; the soils were layered and
consisted o f soft organic clays, s tiff clays and uncemented sands. Mixed
ground conditions were often encountered at the tunnel face, with uncemented
sand and gravel at the crown and s tiff clays in the invert (Figure 3). Large
settlements were recorded on one such portion o f the project, which had been
carefully instrumented with both surface and deep settlement indicators. It is
likely that face intake and tail gap closure were the two major sources o f
settlement at this location, and that ground losses at the face occurred with
cohesionless soils running into the crown as the machine progress was slowed
because o f difficulties to cut trough the s tiff clay layer (Clough and Leca,
1993). Construction problems were experienced over the whole project, each
time similar soil conditions were present at the face, and localized ground
failures were observed at several locations. As a result, several ancillary
techniques were implemented to help control ground movements over the
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tunnel, including compaction grouting, chemical grouting and jet grouting.

excavation o f a 45 m deep, 16.7 m high and 13.2 m by 60 m large
underground chamber in mixed grounds consisting o f clay, marls and chalk
(Huart and Celsa, 1989). Preliminary studies, based on finite element
computations had shown that the design o f this large underground opening,
using a classical approach, would lead to the construction o f a cast-in-place
concrete retaining structure, with wall thicknesses o f 1 to 3 m, requiring heavy
steel reinforcement, as well as large amounts o f additional excavation. An
alternate design method, based on a lighter supporting structure and controlled
ground deformation was proposed. The new geometry is compared to the
original structure in Figure 5 (after Huart and Celsa, 1989) : the alternate
approach resulted in a smaller excavation area, with a smoother ovoid shape,
and thinner wall thicknesses. Finite element analyses were performed to design
the new structure. Excavation was completed in five stages, with the opening
being supported with a retaining structure made o f shotcrete, steel ribs, lattice
reinforcements and rock bolts ; for each stage, three layers o f shotcrete were
used to build a 40 cm thick supporting shell, except for the invert, where up to
1 m cast-in-place concrete was poured, in addition to a 30 cm layer of
shotcrete. The deformations o f the opening were constantly monitored by
surveying, to adjust the amount o f necessary support to the encountered
conditions. Additional instrumentation included borehole extensometers
installed from the chamber and from the ground surface, total pressure cells to
measure contact pressures between the ground and the liner, and load cells
installed on rock bolts. Those provided valuable data to assess the long term
stability o f the structure. The successful completion o f this project underlines
the potentials o f combined use o f numerical methods and instrumentation in
the introduction o f innovative techniques (Huart and Celsa, 1989).

Fig. 3. Soil conditions found on the F3 and F4 projects

Compaction grouting was employed at one particular location, where mixed
soils were present at the face and the tunnel route was undergoing several
utilities, with instrumentation used to direct the grouting works. The area was
instrumented with surface markers and deep settlement indicators, with the
latter being used to detect early ground movements above the tunnel crown. In
this event, the machine was stopped and the grouting procedure activated. This
was accomplished by injecting grout in the loosened area through pipes driven
4 to 10m deep from the surface, with pressures in the order o f 200 to 400
kPa. A typical grouting profile is shown in Figure 4. This procedure was, in
fact, more intended to avoid ground failure than completely prevent
settlements from occurring, and was actually used as a void filling rather than
classical compaction grouting technique ; it proved helpful in avoiding
damages to the overlying utilities, in spite o f large ground losses in the sand
layer in the tunnel crown.

A 16 m long 4.7 m wide 24.5 m high underground ore bin was constructed at
a depth o f 810 m at the Questa (USA) mine in altered rocks, using
conventional methods from the top down (Bratton and Agapito, 1985). The
initial ground support consisted o f rock bolts, lightweight steel sets and
reinforced concrete. Instrumentation included convergence monitoring devices
and borehole extensometers. Early in the project, large convergence values, in
the order o f 15 cm per year, were recorded ; this lead to the installation o f
temporary timber stalls. In order to control excessive wall movements, a new
bolting design was completed, and convergence monitoring made more
frequently. Design for additional support was optimized by computer analysis
and monitoring. The remedial measures implemented on this project allowed to
stabilize the deformations o f the opening at a reasonable cost.

=
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Fig. 4. Compaction grouting on the F3 and F4 projects

Further examples o f use o f instrumentation in tunneling can also be found in
projects constructed with the New Austrian Tunneling Method ; they are
reviewed in a separate section related to the specificities o f the NATM
approach.

Deep Excavations
Large Underground Openings
Figure 6 (after Zeigler and Miller, 1981) shows a plan view and a typical
cross section o f the Mondawmin station excavation, in Baltimore (USA). This
station, which is part o f the Baltimore metro, was constructed in residual soils
and rock using the cut-and-cover technique ; the excavation is 183 m long and

A technique similar to the N ATM was used in the construction o f a sewer
connection station in the suburb o f Paris (France), which required the
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were included in the contract documents, as for allowable lateral
displacements, water draw-down, penetration o f supporting walls, design loads
and pre-stressing o f the bracing system. The project was instrumented with 2
slope inclinometers (Figure 7) and 7 piezometers. Large lateral wall
movements, in excess o f 8 cm, were observed during construction. Further
analysis o f the inclinometer readings showed this occurred because the
sequence and duration o f brace installation and preloading o f the struts had
been inoperative, due to poor contact between some o f the walers and the sheet
pile walls. After this had been established, defective connections were
corrected, which helped lim it subsequent wall movements.

16 m wide, with depths to bottom ranging between 27 and 29 m. Unlike other
stations o f the same project, for which soldier piles extending below the depth
o f excavation were used to support the ground during construction, the
retaining structure for the Mondawmin station consisted o f a composite
system, with the soldier piles being stopped at the bottom o f the overlying
decomposed formations, and rock bolts wire mesh and shotcrete being used in
the bottom stiffer materials (Figure 6). This method was chosen because it was
expected to decrease both the cost and time o f construction, and provide a
more open working space to the contractor. Extensive instrumentation was
installed on the project, including 6 inclinometers (figure 6), 139 single point
borehole extensometers installed 3 to 24 m into the ground from the
excavation walls, 29 pairs o f reference lines to measure excavation
convergences, 38 reference points to measure pile settlements, S ground-waler
observation wells, as well as additional reference points to measure horizontal
and vertical movements at the ground surface. The data obtained from
instrumentation were used to control the behavior o f the excavation and decide
on the requirements for additional support. For example, on one section a large
amount o f additional support was provided on the left wall o f the excavation
(figure 6). Additional rock bolts were installed after a significant increase in
the rate o f wall movements had been recorded on the extensometers next to
this section.
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Other cases o f real time use o f monitoring Hata in deep excavation projects can
also be found in the introduction o f specific techniques such as grouting or
ground freezing, or for the purpose o f design optimization. For example, on
the project described by Talichet (1988), ground heave was automatically
monitored during the freezing works, to allow corrective action to be taken in
case excessive movements were recorded. Maffei et al. (1987) described how
instrumentation could be used in combination with preliminary design, based
on analytical work, to reduce the amount o f support that would have been
required to comply to conventional design methods, during the construction o f
a subway station with the cut-and-cover technique in Sao Paulo (Brazil).
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The case histories mentioned reflect a variety o f instances in which monitoring
data was used to adjust design. In most cases, the decision to use
instrumentation during construction was based on : construction next to
sensitive structures, unusual size o f the opening, construction difficulties,
introduction o f innovative construction techniques, concerns for a costeffective design. These examples show that information derived from
appropriate instrumentation programs can detect early signs o f defective
response and allow remedial action to be taken. This approach is typical o f the
observational method, in which experience gained from observations made in
situ is constantly used as basis to improve design principles.

- Section A A -

Fig. 6. The Mondawmin excavation (Zeigler and Miller, 1981)

Another example o f instrumented deep excavation is given by Riker and Dailer
(1988). The authors describe the construction o f a 49 m by 18 m large, 13 m
deep excavation that was completed for a pump station as part o f the
Milwaukee (USA) sewage system. The geological profile on this project
included 10 m o f loose to dense granular fill, underlain with 12 m o f soft
deposits, consisting mainly o f soft silty clay and organic silty clay. The ground
water level was 3.5 m below the ground surface, and confined aquifers were
present in the lower strata. The construction sequence and support system
used on this project are shown on Figure 7 (after Riker and Dailer, 1988) : the
supporting structure consisted o f sheet pile walls with bracing and walers.
Open excavation was performed to 3.5 m below ground level on the east side,
whereas soldier piles with wood lagging were used on the west, north and
south sides. Some dewatering was also carried out during construction.
Because o f the presence o f critical structures on the site, strict specifications

The Observational Method and the N A T M Philosophy

The observational method takes particular importance in the case o f the New
Austrian Tunneling Method : to some extent, instrumentation should be
viewed as part o f the NATM , in that it serves as basis to adjust construction
parameters to encountered geological conditions.
Extensive use o f instrumentation was made on the reconstruction o f the
Daishaka railway tunnel in Japan with the N ATM (Suzuki and Nakayama,
1984). The tunnel was to be excavated in sandy water-bearing materials, with
primary support consisting o f rock bolts and shotcrete. Several d ifficulties had
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been encountered during the construction o f the first tunnel, with water inflows
and caving. The technique chosen for the new tunnel was considered
advantageous, since in theory it had the capability to lim it the decompression
o f the ground during excavation. Countermeasures were also considered to
help cope with the potential for water inflow. Many unknowns existed on this
project, and the construction procedure was adjusted in view o f observational
evidence.

movements in conjunction with the completion o f side wall drifts with a
heading, bench and invert partition o f the front. The project was instrumented
with a network o f settlement markers at the ground surface, and measuring
stations inside the tunnel. The data were constantly checked for ground
movement accelerations, and used to decide on the speed and sequence o f
excavation as well as the amount and type o f support. Surface settlement
indicators were surveyed twice a day ; a specific monitoring program was set
up for each station, with measurements being taken twice a day when the
station was less than 10 m behind the face, and gradually decreasing the
monitoring rate thereafter. The two side wall drifts were successfully
completed, with settlements under 25 mm (Wallis, 1990).

The N A T M was also used in the extension works for the V ienna subway.
Pototschnik (1992) describes the excavation o f a 30 m wide 8 m high tunnel in
alluvial soils for one section o f line U3 o f the Vienna metro network. The
tunnel was constructed with 17 m o f cover,and had to pass under a five story
office building, with strict constraints on allowable differential settlements.
Because o f the difficult conditions expected on this project, the opening was
divided into three separate cells (Figure 8, after Pototschnik, 1992), and
excavation completed by driving seven parallel drifts ; the ground water level
was lowered under the tunnel invert before excavation started. The two central
"pier" drifts were excavated first, and this was followed by the construction o f
the side tunnels, and then o f the carter tunnel. In addition, fracture grouting
was carried out from three shafts, driven next to the building, with the grout
pipes installed radially from the shafts to create a grouting mat between the
tunnel and the foundations o f the office building (Figure 8).
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Real time use o f monitoring data requires a quick interpretation o f recorded
data ; in this process, computers can prove very useful for data storage and
reduction. Recent advances in computers also allow fully automated data
acquisition, thus enabling a faster analysis for use in the construction decision
process. Several fully automatic data acquisition and interpretation systems,
developed for use on tunneling projects have been presented by Bondil (1992),
Domingues et al. (1988), Lindner (1988).

15 m

Fig. 8. Fracture grouting procedure (Pototschnik, 1992)

Fracture grouting was chosen on this site to provide for heaving the ground
each time excessive settlements would be recorded. Therefore, the project was
carefully instrumented to allow selective grouting to be triggered over the
areas where ground movements took place : a total o f 36 water level gauges
were installed in the basement o f the building ; the monitoring system allowed
the data to be transferred to a computer, for real time interpretation o f the
recorded values. Benchmarks were also set up along the building walls, and
several tunnel cross-sections were equipped with sliding micrometers.

Forbes et al. (1992) describe a data transfer network that was implemented for
an instrumented project in London (UK), where a tunnel was constructed
under a sensitive building. Instrumentation on this site was aimed at detecting
excessive ground movement due to tunneling and prevent damage to the
structure ; it included electro-levels set up in the basement and on the walls of
the building, water levels, invar wire extensometers, vibrating wire load cells
fixed on tie bars and surveying pins. Four monitoring areas were selected :
building, surface, basement and subsurface. Electro-levels, invar wires and tie
bars were automatically monitored on an hourly basis and the data sent to a
central computer located out o f the site area ; additional information, obtained
from manual reading or observation was also inserted into the monitoring data
base. The system allowed real time data representation and analysis, and gave
the potential for immediately halting the tunneling process in case excessive
movements were recorded.

A first stage o f grouting was performed before tunneling started, to produce
some precompaction o f the ground under the building ; grouting sequences
were then decided on the basis o f recorded settlements, as each individual drift
was excavated. Grout was primarily injected 10 m behind the face o f the
excavated drift, with average pressures in the order o f 1 to 3 MPa. Higher
than expected ground movements were recorded because o f additional
settlements induced by the dewatering works ; the grouting procedure,
however, proved useful in reducing the amount o f differential settlement, thus
preventing damages to the overlying building. The efficiency o f the gouting
procedure used on this project could be evidenced by comparing settlement
profiles in the building area to those observed where no grouting was carried
out. Figure 9 (after Pototschnik, 1992) shows that grouting resulted in a much
flatter settlement trough, with maximum tunneling settlements being 65 %
smaller than when no grouting was used.

Such a monitoring program could be used for any type o f project where
construction would take place in the vicinity o f sensitive structures such as
historical buildings, power lines, water supply and sewage pipes... Other
automatic data acquisition systems are more specifically developed for use on
tunneling project. For example, the system described by Bondil (1992) is
based on the instrumentation o f selected sections along the tunnel profile.

Monitoring o f Shield Parameters and Use in Directional Control

Wallis (1990) reports the construction o f one section o f the Bonn metro using
the NATM . The tunnel was excavated in soils consisting mainly o f loose dry
gravel, with the tunnel crown passing 4 m underneath existing railway tracks.
Ancillary techniques, such as forepoling, had to be used to control ground

Extensive use o f automatic data acquisition is made in shield tunneling ; this is
particularly true o f the most advanced machines such as the EPB or slurry
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shields. For example, the slurry shield used for the Antwerp metro, at the
crossing o f the river Scheldt (Wittemans and Hemeryckx, 1988) was equipped
with a monitoring system allowing the main operation parameters to be
recorded. These included : the thrust and face pressures, the rotation speed and
torque o f the cutting wheel, the position o f the cutting head and o f the cutters,
the rate o f advance, the volumes and pressures used to grout the tail gap, the
shield positions, the density and flow o f the slurry pipes. The data were
retrieved at regular intervals and stored in a data base ; they were processed on
the control room computer, for immediate use, and regularly transmitted to a
computer installed in the construction management offices.

discussed the potentials o f automatic control systems in terms o f preventing
excessive face intakes at the crown. The procedure makes use o f established
correlations between recorded earth pressures and volumes o f excavated
ground.

Shield

'

air-—"Tl

These automatic monitoring systems allow large amounts o f data to be
collected as the shield is advanced. In most cases, however, limited use w ill be
made o f this information, with the shield being manually operated in view o f a
few parameter readings, such as the shield position and deviation to target, and
design pressures for tunnel face control; in such conditions, most o f the shield
operation data would only be used occasionally, to help understand the sources
for unexpected difficulties, such as stoppages or ground losses.
However, a more systematic use o f data obtained through shield operation
monitoring could prove helpful in some occasions. Piquereau (1989) describes
an automatic operation controller that was developed during the construction
o f the Villejust railway tunnels in France. The project consisted o f two 4.8 km
long 9.25 m in diameter side-by-side tunnels, which were excavated in sand
using two slurry shields. The first tunnel was excavated from both ends, with
manual operation o f the shields. Based on the experience o f the first tube, one
o f the shields was modified to better adjust to the specific conditions found at
the site and equipped with the automatic operation controller developed for
this project, before it was used to excavate the second tunnel. Modifications to
the machine included remodelling the hydraulic system, increasing the cutter
head power by 30 %, and adjusting a few components o f the machine for
maintenance purposes (Guillaume, 1989). Table 1 (after Piquereau, 1989)
compares the construction records for the second tunnel to that obtained
during the construction o f the first tube : it is apparent that a much higher rate
o f advance and more economical use o f the machine were achieved on the
second tunnel than on the first one. Even though other improvements made to
the machine and the increased experience o f the crew are to be accounted for
in this comparison, it is likely that the automatic operation o f the machine had
a significant impact on the higher performances observed on the second tube.

Fig. 10. Shield control system (Sonoda, 1985)

CONCLUSIONS

The construction o f tunnels and deep excavations involves a complicated
process, in which not only the ground conditions on the site and selected
construction technique, but also the precise timing o f excavation and support
installation sequences, as well as quality o f workmanship have a definite
impact on the overall response o f the structure and o f the surrounding ground.
In view o f these difficulties, instrumentation can provide valuable information
to help understand the response o f both the ground and the supporting
structure during construction, and serve as basis for empirical design methods
or for the validation o f theoretical methods. These should address the
following questions : (1) stability o f the opening during construction, (2)
movements induced to the surrounding structures, and (3) integrity o f the
support system.

Table 1. Construction records (Piquereau, 1989)
First Tunnel

Second Tunnel

Cutting Speed

0.6 rpm

1.7 rpm

Torque

4000 kN.m

1800 kN.m

Thrust

60 000 kN

35 000 kN

Average Rates
o f Advance

7.46 m/day

15.34 m/day

Energy Consumed

43 kWh/m3

34 kWh/m3

Data obtained from instrumented projects can also be used on a real time basis
to adjust design parameters in view o f the recorded response to construction.
Numerous examples o f such approach can be found in the construction o f
tunnels, large underground openings and deep excavations. Real time use o f
monitoring data can even be seen an essential component o f techniques such as
the NATM , since this method is aimed at constantly adjusting the amount and
timing o f support installation, based on the observed deformation o f the
ground.
Because many tunnels and deep excavations are constructed in d if f ic u lt ground
conditions, with strong constraints relative to environmental concerns, future
use o f the structure, and/or cost considerations, design often has to account for
unusual shapes and dimensions o f the opening and innovative construction
techniques, in addition to the unknowns associated with the determination o f
geotechnical parameters. In this context, instrumentation can provide essential
information to help detect problems, check design assumptions and allow
remedial action to be taken.

Figure 10 (after Sonoda, 1985) gives the outline o f a system that was
developed for automatic shield operation. Position measurement data, as well
as operation data are read and processed to determine how the directional
control and face pressure parameters should be adjusted to achieve design
targets in terms o f tunnel alignment and ground movement control ; the whole
process is automatically controlled by a computer. The system was used on a
550 m long 2.45 m in diameter tunnel, excavated in water bearing gravely
soils with an earth-pressure shield, with slurry-adding capabilities. The shield
was manually operated over the first 250 m, with the remainder o f the work
being completed with automatic control. The comparison between recorded
earth pressures during each portion o f the project demonstrated the superiority
o f the automatic system in controlling face pressures. Sonoda (1985) also

Recent advances in the computer industry make it possible to automatically
record, store and reduce data taken from instrumented projects, thus increasing
the potentials o f real time use o f monitoring data. Further developments can be
foreseen in the use o f computers in underground construction projects to assist
in controlling construction performance, with primary application to settlement
control in sensitive areas, stability control during construction and directional
control o f shield excavated tunnels.
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